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BEFORE
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO

In the Matter of the Application of Duke 
Energy Ohio, Inc. for Approval of McMann 
Battery Storage Project. 

)
) 
) 

Case No. 19-2223-EL-UNC

COMMENTS OF INTERSTATE GAS SUPPLY, INC.

Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (“IGS Energy” or “IGS”) submits these comments in 

opposition to the application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. (“Duke”). In its application, Duke 

proposes to collect the cost of a battery storage system (“battery”) through Rider DCI —

a rider that recovers costs associated with non-competitive services — and to use the 

battery to participate in the PJM Frequency Regulation (“FR”) market.1 IGS does not 

oppose the deployment of battery resources to defer distribution circuit upgrades. But

IGS does oppose Duke’s request to use a distribution customer-funded battery to

compete in the PJM wholesale frequency regulation market.

Duke’s proposal to participate in PJM’s FR market not only exceeds the scope of 

the Opinion and Order2 that gave rise to its application in this case, but also contradicts

Duke’s claim that its battery should be classified as a distribution resource under Federal 

1 In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. for Approval of McMann Battery Storage Project
at 3 (hereinafter “Application”).

2 In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for an Increase of its Electric Distribution Rates, 
Case No. 17-0032-EL-AIR, et al., Opinion and Order at 41 (Dec. 19, 2018) (hereinafter “Order”).  
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Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) Account 363.3 As written, Duke’s FR market 

proposal violates Ohio law and policy. 

Even if the Commission were to turn a blind eye to the law and good policy, Duke’s

proposal is a raw deal for customers.  While Duke suggests that it makes sense to 

construct a battery in lieu of a substation upgrade, Duke’s financial projections tell a 

different story. On its face, Duke’s annual revenue requirement for the battery is several 

multiples higher than the revenue requirement for the substation.  Indeed, Duke’s financial 

projections confirm that its proposal is nothing more than an attempt to gold plate the 

ratebase under the veil of innovation and information gathering.  

The proposal becomes even more problematic for customers when Duke’s 

overblown projections are subjected to scrutiny. Duke intends to use the battery in the

Regulation D (“RegD”)4 FR market, which raises concerns that PJM’s RegD dispatch 

signal will derate the battery and reduce its projected 15 year5 useful life.  As the life span 

of the battery decreases, Duke must recover additional depreciation expenses over a 

shorter period (increasing the rate).6 The reduced life span results in less total frequency 

regulation revenue to offset the cost of the battery. The combined result is a double 

                                                           
3 Direct Testimony of Linda Miller at 4 (Dec. 12, 2019) (hereinafter “Miller Testimony”).

4 Direct Testimony of Matthew Schultz at 8 (Dec. 20, 2019) (hereinafter “Schultz Testimony”).

5 Miller Testimony at 4.

6 See Duke Response to IGS’ INT 1-001(E). Duke confirms its intention to seek recovery of any outstanding 
underappreciated net plant balance if the battery reaches the end of its useful life in advance of Duke’s 15-
year projection.
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whammy to the annual revenue requirement of the battery (increased cost and decreased 

revenue to offset costs), further tilting the cost benefit analysis7 in favor of a substation.

As explained in more detail below, the Commission should reject Duke’s request 

to utilize a battery storage system to participate in the PJM FR market.  

I. BACKGROUND

A. Duke’s Application for Approval of its Battery Storage Project

On December 19, 2018, the Commission issued an Opinion and Order8 (“Order)

approving and adopting a stipulation that addressed several pending matters related to 

Duke’s application for approval of its electric security plan. As part of its Order, the 

Commission authorized Duke to invest in battery storage assets for the limited purpose 

“of deferring circuit investments or addressing distribution reliability issues[,]” and to seek 

recovery of the costs associated with those investments through its nonbypassable Rider 

DCI.9 The Order10 also required Duke to file an application detailing its proposed battery

storage project in a separate proceeding.  Duke’s application would be subject to the 

terms and conditions of the Stipulation11 adopted and approved in the Commission’s 

Order.  

7 Duke Response to OCC-POD-01-009 (CONFIDENTIAL).

8 Order at 113.

9 Id. at 41. Per the Order, Duke shall invest no more than $20 million in battery storage projects.

10 Id. at 73.

11 See In the Matter of the Application of Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., for an Increase of its Electric Distribution 
Rates, Case No. 17-0032-EL-AIR, et al., Stipulation and Recommendation (Apr. 13, 2018) (hereinafter 
“Stipulation”).
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Under the terms of the Order, Duke is authorized to recover the costs associated 

with its proposed battery storage project(s), so long as those projects qualify as 

distribution equipment under the FERC uniform system of accounts authorized for 

collection via the Rider DCI and subject to the Rider DCI caps.12 The Order provides that 

“[c]apital costs included in Rider DCI shall be those recorded in FERC Accounts 360 

through 374, provided such costs are not recovered elsewhere.”13 Accordingly, Duke

cannot recover the costs associated with its proposed battery storage project(s) unless 

those projects are classified as distribution assets under FERC accounts 360-374. This 

makes perfect sense, given that Rider DCI recovers costs relates to the provision of 

distribution service.  

On December 20, 2019, Duke filed an application (“Application”) in this case and 

requested Commission approval to install a lithium ion battery adjacent to its existing 

McMann substation in Union Township, Ohio.14 Duke’s application provides that the 

primary purpose of the project is to reduce peak load on the circuit, and thereby defer the 

need for additional distribution upgrades at its McMann substation.15 Duke contends that 

it filed its Application “under the terms approved by the Commission in the Order[,]” yet 

the Application also seeks Commission approval to use the battery to “participate in the 

PJM regulation market when it is not otherwise needed to reduce peak load on the 

                                                           
12 Order at 41.  

13 Id. at 39. 

14 Application at 2.

15 Id. 
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circuit.”16 In support, Duke claims that distribution reliability is just one of the purposes

specifically permitted by the Commission in the Order that triggered its Application in this 

case.17  

Duke’s application also maintains that it should be entitled to recover the $11.7

million needed to develop the battery project through Rider DCI, because the “facts and 

circumstances related to this project support the classification of the battery as a 

distribution function.” 18 Indeed, Duke claims that because the battery’s primary 

application will be to reduce load on the McMann distribution circuit during peak hours, 

and its “participation in the PJM market will not interfere with [its] distribution purpose[,]” 

the battery should be classified as a distribution function under FERC account 363.19

B. Battery Accounting and Classification Under the FERC Uniform 
System of Accounts

The FERC uniform system of accounts provides explicit standards of accounting 

applicable to battery resources. As discussed in the Affidavit of Joseph Haugen, those 

standards are intended to ensure that energy storage operations are reported by utilities 

in a uniform, transparent, and consistent manner.20 In order to provide for enhanced 

“monitoring for cross-subsidization” of utility energy storage resources, the FERC issued 

Order 784 and adopted certain accounting and reporting revisions specific to those 

                                                           
16 Id. 

17 Id. 
 
18 Id. at 3.  
 
19 Miller Testimony at 3-4.  

20 Affidavit of Joseph Haugen.
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resources.21 There, the FERC concluded that “[i]n instances where an energy storage 

asset performs multiple functions, it is imperative that costs associated with each function 

be transparent and allocable to the function performed so that cross-subsidization of costs 

can be prevented.”22 Indeed, FERC was specifically trying to “prevent and discourage 

cross-subsidization between cost-based and market-based activities.”23

To that end, the FERC required energy storage to be classified as either

distribution (Account 363), transmission (Account 351), or production (Account 348)    

depending on the service the battery provides.24 Batteries that provide wholesale market 

generation services via the FR market – such as the battery at issue here – cannot be

recorded in FERC Account 363.  The FR market is a PJM wholesale market competitive 

service that is completely unrelated to distribution service. Therefore, Duke’s accounting

treatment of its battery asset must be properly allocated and reflect the changes adopted

under FERC Order 784.  

C. The PJM Frequency Regulation Market and Its Impact on Battery 
Storage Resources

The PJM FR market is a competitive wholesale service that is designed to correct 

for short-term changes in electricity use.25 Frequency Regulation helps match generation 

and demand and provides market-based compensation to resources that can adjust 

                                                           
21 FERC Order 784, Third-Party Provision of Ancillary Services; Accounting and Financial Reporting for 
New Electric Storage Technologies at Para. 136, 144 FERC ¶ 61,056 (Jul. 18, 2013) (hereinafter “FERC 
Order 784”). 
 
22 Id. 
 
23 Id. at Para. 125. 
 
24 Id. at Para. 126. 
 
25 Affidavit of Joseph Haugen.
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output or consumption in response to an automated signal. 26 Market participants submit 

their offer price the day before the operating day and adjust the MW capability hourly 

throughout the operating day.27 PJM runs an hourly auction for the service, which sets 

the hourly market price and determines which units will provide FR services based on the 

lowest price offers and historical performance.28  

PJM deploys a variety of resources to meet regulation needs, and those resources 

differ in both their ramping ability (i.e. ability to increase or decrease output when 

providing Regulation service) and the accuracy with which those resources can respond 

to either the PJM system operator’s RegA or RegD signals.29 RegD is a more rapid signal 

and is used to dispatch faster, dynamic resources, such as battery storage.30 PJM’s 

RegD signal was originally designed to be unconditionally energy neutral over a 15-

minute period, but has since been modified in favor of a conditionally neutral 30-minute 

signal.31 PJM implemented its redesigned RegD signal on January 9, 2017, and its

impact thus far on battery storage resources participating in the FR market cannot be 

overstated.

                                                           
26 FERC Order 755, Frequency Regulation Compensation in the Organized Wholesale Power Markets at 
Para 4, n.5 137 FERC ¶ 61,064 (Oct. 20, 2011) (hereinafter “FERC Order 755”). 
 
27 Id. at Para. 128.
 
28 Affidavit of Joseph Haugen. 
 
29 FERC Order on Contested Settlement at Para. 3, 170 FERC ¶ 61,258 (Mar. 26, 2020).

30 Id.

31 See PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., 139 FERC ¶ 61, 130 at Para. 12, n. 11 (May 2012 Order); 
Implementation and Rationale for PJM’s Conditional Neutrality Regulation Signals, PJM Staff, January 
2017 at 5 (available at https://www.pjm.com/~/media/committees-groups/task-
forces/rmistf/postings/regulation-market-whitepaper.ashx)).  
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The application of a battery resource directly impacts its useful life.  The more a 

battery is cycled – whether through participation in the FR market or otherwise – the more 

rapidly it reaches the end of its useful life.32 Frequency regulation requires frequent

cycling, and therefore, has a destructive impact on the useful life of a battery storage 

resource relative to other applications.  

Indeed, it is well-documented that the redesigned RegD signal, which requires 

batteries to operate with greater intensities and duration of signal holds, has caused 

derating and/or physical damage to battery assets participating in the FR market.33 As 

the more aggressive RegD signal accelerates degradation, the system life of the battery 

asset is similarly shortened.34 Predictably, the redesigned signal has prompted several 

battery owners to argue that their participation in the RegD market has led to a dramatic

reduction in revenue that otherwise would not have occurred but for the signal change.35

Duke should be familiar with these challenges, given that both its parent company and 

affiliate have raised these concerns to FERC.  

II. ARGUMENT

A. Duke’s FR Market Proposal Exceeds the Scope of the Stipulation 
and the Commission’s Order. 

                                                           
32 Energy Storage Assoc. v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., Docket No. EL17-64-000 et al., Reply Comments 
of the AES Corporation and Duke Energy Corporation In Support of Settlement at 5-6 (May 23, 2019) 
(hereinafter “Duke Energy Corp. Comments”).
 
33 Id.  

34 Id. at 11. 

35 See Duke Energy Corp. Comments at 6-7. In which AES Corporation alleges that the redesigned signal 
derated its battery and led to drops in revenue that exceeded 50% year-to-year.
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IGS does not oppose deployment of battery resources to defer distribution 

upgrades; however, Duke’s battery application in this case exceeds the scope of the 

Stipulation approved under the Commission’s Order and should be denied. The 

Stipulation expressly limits the application of Duke’s battery storage project(s) to

“deferring circuit investments or addressing distribution reliability issues.”36 (emphasis 

added). Nevertheless, Duke’s Application seeks the authority to use battery storage 

resource(s) to participate in the PJM FR market, claiming that distribution reliability is just 

“one of the purposes specifically permitted by the Commission in the Order.”37 Duke’s 

claim not only mischaracterizes the plain language of that Order, but also seeks to 

unreasonably expand its scope.

The Commission’s Order mirrors the terms of the Stipulation, which authorizes 

Duke to install a battery storage project so long as that resource is used exclusively for

circuit deferral and/or distribution purposes.38 Despite Duke’s claim to the contrary, the 

Commission’s Order does not authorize, contemplate, or discuss any additional purposes 

for Duke’s battery storage project(s). The FR market is also unrelated to deferring circuit 

investments and/or addressing distribution reliability issues. Indeed, frequency regulation 

is a competitive service used to match up generation and demand to help the grid 

maintain its desired electrical frequency and operate normally. It follows then that Duke’s 

request to provide FR market services unreasonably expands the scope of its authority 

under the Commission’s Order and, therefore, should be denied.  

                                                           
36 Stipulation at 13. 

37 Application at 2.   
 
38 Order at 41.
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Moreover, Duke’s request to recover the costs associated with its provision of FR 

market services not only contradicts its claim that its battery should be classified as a 

distribution resource under FERC Account 363, but also fails to satisfy the standard for 

cost recovery set forth in the Stipulation and the Commission’s Order. 

The Order provides that to recover the costs of its battery storage project(s) under 

Rider DCI, Duke’s battery assets must qualify as distribution equipment under FERC 

Accounts 360-374.39 In order for Duke’s battery to qualify as distribution equipment under 

FERC Account 363 as it recommends, the resource must be entirely distribution related.

Otherwise, FERC requires Duke to allocate the costs associated with its battery asset

according to the function performed (e.g. production; transmission; distribution).40 FERC 

established this accounting methodology to ensure transparency and prevent cross-

subsidization of utility costs.41

Duke maintains that because the battery’s “intended services provide peak 

shaving/management to regulated customers” of its service territory, the battery should 

be classified as a distribution asset under FERC Account 363.42 The $11.7 million 

question, however, is not whether Duke intends to use the battery to provide distribution 

services, but whether Duke also intends to use that battery to perform other functions.  In 

this case, the scope of services Duke’s battery application seeks to provide is clear: the 

                                                           
39 Stipulation at 12-13, n.10.

40 FERC Order 784 at ¶136. 
 
41 Id. 
 
42 Miller Testimony at 3.  
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battery will provide distribution and wholesale FR market services.43 Indeed, Duke claims 

that the battery will provide FR services 44 In other words,

of Duke’s battery is to provide FR services;

Duke’s battery does not qualify as an energy storage distribution resource under 

FERC Account 363, because Duke also plans to use that resource to provide FR services 

and receive revenue from the PJM wholesale markets for the services provided. The 

accounting treatment of Duke’s battery asset must reflect the fact that FR market services 

are either production-related or a competitive wholesale ancillary transmission service,

which means the battery’s FR function must be recorded in a FERC account other than

distribution Accounts 360-374. Accordingly, Duke’s proposal cannot satisfy the standard 

necessary for distribution cost recovery under the Stipulation, and its request to subsidize 

a competitive battery function through Rider DCI should be dismissed.   

B. Duke’s FR Market Proposal Also Violates Ohio Law.

Duke’s request also violates Ohio law, which requires unbundled rates and 

prohibits subsidies from flowing between noncompetitive (i.e. distribution) and 

competitive (i.e. generation) services. Specifically, Duke’s application violates R.C. 

4928.02(B) because it requests to bundle the costs associated with the provision of 

competitive FR market services into non-competitive distribution rates.45 The result of 

Duke’s proposal, if approved, is an anticompetitive subsidy that allows the utility to 

43 Application at 2. 

44 Duke Response to IGS’ INT 01-004(B)(CONFIDENTIAL). 

45 Application at 3.
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artificially fund competitive generation and transmission, and thereby discourage other 

resources from participating in the competitive market.

Duke’s proposal also violates R.C. 4928.02(H), because it seeks to insulate its 

battery from market risk by unlawfully subsidizing that resource through distribution rates.  

The FR market is competitive and prices in that market are established based upon supply 

and demand.46 The result is a FR market that rewards efficient sellers and drives 

inefficient sellers out of business.  

Duke’s proposal, however, distorts market forces by allowing it to receive a 

different level of compensation in addition to the PJM uniform clearing price.47 The

proposal provides Duke with a competitive subsidy that unfairly discriminates against

other, unsubsidized resources that must bid into hourly FR market auctions.  The subsidy 

acts as a financial parachute that alleviates the need for Duke to make decisions like a 

rational market participant and, in doing so, promotes FR market instability and

unpredictability.  Thus, Duke’s proposal not only harms existing FR market participants,

but also sends price signals that act as a barrier to entry for other, unsubsidized resources 

interested in competing for FR services.  

Nevertheless, Duke attempts to sweeten its proposal by promising to return any 

net benefit received from FR market participation to customers through Rider DCI.48

Duke’s offer, however, cannot conceal the bare truth that its request to utilize a ratepayer-

funded resource to provide competitive wholesale services is unlawful. Based on the 

                                                           
46 Affidavit of Joseph Haugen.
 
47 Id. 
 
48 Schultz Testimony at 3.
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foregoing, the Commission should find that Duke’s FR market participation proposal 

violates Ohio law, and its Application request should be denied.  

C. Duke’s Distribution Reliability Needs Are Better Addressed
Through Traditional Wired Upgrades.

i. The Battery Fails a Cost Benefit Analysis Under Duke’s Own
Projections.

Based upon a cursory review of the cost of a battery ($11+ million) and a substation 

upgrade ($3.9 million), it is immediately apparent that Duke’s proposal doesn’t add up.

Duke’s own cost benefit analysis confirms IGS’s point. 

In discovery, Duke provided a cost benefit analysis that compared the cost of the 

battery against a substation upgrade. To that end, Duke calculated the total cost of 

constructing the battery, then applied the cost of a substation as well as projected

frequency regulation revenue as a reduction to the cost to show a cost benefit ratio.  The 

structure is flawed and makes no sense.  

Even if the Commission accepted Duke’s 15-year depreciation rate as accurate, it 

simply doesn’t make sense to compare the drastically shorter lifespan of a battery to the 

projected lifespan of a transformer substation.49 Under a best-case scenario, 

Duke will need to make an additional capital investment to install a new battery at the end 

of 15 years. 50 The capital investment Duke needs to install its battery today is 

approximately $11.7 million vs. $3.9 million for a substation.51  

49 Duke Response to IGS’ INT 1-002(B) (CONFIDENTIAL).

50 Affidavit of Amy Sheppard. 

51 Duke Response to IGS’ INT 1-002(A)(CONFIDENTIAL). 
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outside of their design parameters, and therefore, has resulted in performance and 

efficiency issues, reduced compensation, and adverse impacts on their energy storage 

equipment. 52 RegD market participants argue that PJM’s conversion from an 

unconditionally energy neutral 15-minute signal to a conditionally neutral 30-minute signal 

results in market requirements that exceed the physical limitations of energy storage 

resources.53   Specifically, market participants argue that the increased 30-minute signal,

which requires storage resources to run through more extended charge/discharge 

periods, dramatically reduces the life of battery storage projects.54 Indeed, IGS’ own 

battery has experienced these issues.

Duke’s parent, Duke Energy Corporation, also relied on its own experience in the 

redesigned RegD market to share its belief that “[t]hese changes in market rules have 

also caused operational issues and shortened the lives of the batteries due to the intense 

thermal cycling imposed by following the new increased signal intensity.”55 (emphasis 

added).  Though several market participants filed complaints at FERC alleging that the 

redesigned signal increased wear and tear on energy storage resources, FERC recently 

approved a settlement in those matters whereby the makeup of the redesigned RegD 

signal will remain unchanged for new market entrants.56

                                                           
52 Energy Storage Assoc. v. PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., Docket No. 17-64-000 at 15-16 (Apr. 13, 2017) 
(hereinafter “ESA Complaint”).

53 Renewable Energy Systems Americas and Invenergy Storage Development LLC v. PJM Interconnection 
L.L.C., Docket No. EL17-65-000 at 11 (Apr. 14, 2017) (hereinafter “RESA Complaint”). 

54 Id. at 10.

55 Duke Energy Corp. Comments at 10.
 
56 See generally FERC Order on Contested Settlement 170 FERC ¶ 61,258 (Mar. 26, 2020).
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Duke acknowledges that a battery’s useful life depends on several factors, 

including how frequently a battery is charged/discharged.57 While Duke promises not to 

operate the McMann battery storage project in a way that reduces its expected useful 

life,58 it nevertheless seeks approval to use that battery to participate in the RegD FR 

market. Duke, however, seems to overlook the fact that any use of that battery in the 

RegD FR market will be subject to the redesigned signal, and is therefore likely to 

accelerate the depreciation of its battery asset. Equally troubling is Duke’s stated 

intention to seek recovery of any outstanding underappreciated net plant balance (e.g. 

stranded costs) if the battery were to reach the end of its useful life prior to the end of its 

projected 15-year timeline.59

Duke’s FR market proposal, if approved, will not only accelerate the depreciation 

of its battery asset, but also is likely to lead to stranded distribution costs. Here, Duke’s 

cost benefit analysis assumes that use of the battery in the RegD FR market will have no 

adverse impact on its projected 15-year book depreciation life.60 Duke’s cost benefit 

analysis also relies upon approximately 

62 Both assumptions are out of 

57 Duke Response to IGS’ INT 1-001(D).

58 Duke Response to IGS’ INT 1-003(B).

59 Duke Response to IGS’ INT 1-001(E).

60 Direct Testimony of Jay Brown at Attachment JPB-1, 2-3 (Dec. 20, 2019) (hereinafter “Brown 
Testimony”).

61 Duke Response to IGS’ INT 1-004(B)(CONFIDENTIAL).

62 Duke Response to OCC INT 1-009(d)(CONFIDENTIAL).
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This is not a realistic scenario, nevertheless IGS left these assumptions as is in the model 

for the time being. Moreover, Duke estimates that frequency market prices 

even though market prices simply 

Given that Duke’s own load projections estimate that the McMann battery storage 

project will not provide benefits for Peak Load Shaving until 2024,63 it is reasonable to 

conclude that Duke’s distribution reliability needs are better addressed through other, 

more traditional wired upgrades.  Nevertheless, if the Commission does approve Duke’s 

application to install a battery storage resource at the McMann substation, IGS 

respectfully requests that the Commission limit the application of that resource to address 

distribution reliability issues only.   Duke’s request to use that battery to provide RegD FR 

market services, therefore, should be dismissed

III. CONCLUSION

Duke’s proposal to expand its battery service(s) into PJM’s FR market exceeds the 

scope of the Stipulation and violates Ohio law. Duke should not be permitted to use 

customer funds to provide a competitive service that will accelerate the depreciation of its 

battery asset and promote stranded costs.  Based on the foregoing, IGS respectfully 

requests that the Commission deny Duke’s request to use its proposed battery storage 

project in PJM’s frequency regulation market.  

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Michael Nugent  
Michael Nugent (0090408)
Counsel of Record
Email: mnugent@igsenergy.com
Bethany Allen (0093732)
Email: ballen@igsenergy.com
Joseph Oliker (0086088)

                                                           
63 Direct Testimony of William Lowder at 10 (Dec. 20, 2019). 
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COMPLAINT *

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

COMPLAINT BY 
ENERGY STORAGE ASSOCIATION 
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Note:  PJM defines pegging as 99% of TREG.  
Therefore, 11.4 MW signal "resets" peg 
duration (99% of 14 MW equals 13.86 MW).
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

COMPLAINT OF
RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS AMERICAS 

AND
INVENERGY STORAGE DEVELOPMENT LLC 

pro forma 
infra, 

PJM
Interconnection, L.L.C., 
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IV. COMPLAINT

Id.
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e.g.
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I am the Director of Accounting of Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. (“IGS”),  and my
overseeing the company’s general accounting function including

I have reviewed Duke Energy Ohio’s proposal to construct the McMann battery

My understanding is that Duke’s Application 

ate in the PJM Frequency Regulation (“FR”) market.
.  Duke’s

benefits by the present value of the future annual revenue requirements.  Duke’s
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Under such an analysis, even accepting Duke’s projections and including

’s cost benefit analysis, it is clear that Duke included several

Duke’s cost benefit analysis uses a 15 year useful life.  Based upon IGS’
something confirmed by Duke Corporation’s

Duke’s analysis included other unreasonable assumptions as well.

even if Duke’s proposed assumptions are accepted

Duke’s proposed 
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12 Year Comparison Analysis as provided by Duke

Substation Scenario- $3,994,281 initial cost
Total revenue requirements - 12 years 6,305,841$   
Discounted revenue requirements - 12 years 4,277,950$   

Battery Scenario- 15 year life $11,694,616 initial cost
Total revenue requirements - 12 years* 13,461,312$      
Discounted revenue requirements - 12 years* 9,539,264$   
* includes estimated Frequency regulation revenue benefit
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2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032
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12 Year Comparison Analysis

Battery Scenario- 7 year life $11,694,616 initial cost
Total revenue requirements - 7 years* 13,114,613$       
Discounted revenue requirements - 7 years* 10,258,616$       
* includes estimated Frequency regulation revenue benefit

Battery Scenario- 15 year life $11,694,616 initial cost
Total revenue requirements - 12 years* 13,461,312$       
Discounted revenue requirements - 12 years* 9,539,264$         
* includes estimated Frequency regulation revenue benefit
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Add some

Book life Tax Life Capital Cost 2021 2022 2023
Assumptions
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Duke Energy Ohio
Case No. 19-2223-EL-UNC

IGS First Set of Interrogatories
      Date Received:  February 6, 2020

IGS-INT-01-002(B) Attachment

Duke Energy Ohio
Estimated Revenue Requirement 
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Duke Energy Ohio
Case No. 19-2223-EL-UNC

IGS First Set of Interrogatories
      Date Received:  February 6, 2020
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Duke Energy Ohio
Estimated Revenue Requirement

Project 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

                                                                                                                                  

                                                   

                                         

                                            

                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Property, Plant and Equipment (Capital)

Tax Deprecation on 
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Duke Energy Ohio
Case No. 19-2223-EL-UNC

IGS First Set of Interrogatories
      Date Received:  February 6, 2020
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Duke Energy Ohio 3 Yr MACRS 5 Yr MACRS 7 Yr MACRS 10 Yr MACRS 15 Yr MACRS 20 Yr MACRS
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